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Theory of Power: Concentration
By applying the impact force onto the smallest target 
area, it will concentrate the force and therefore increase 
its effect. For example, the force of water coming out 
of a water hose is greater if the orifice is smaller. Con-
versely, the weight of a man spread out on snow shoes 
makes hardly any impression on the snow. The blows 
in TaeKwon-Do are often concentrated onto the edge 
of the open palm or to the crook of the fingers.

It is very important that you should not unleash all your 
strength at the beginning but gradually, and particularly 
at the point of contact with your opponent’s body, the 
force must be so concentrated as to give a knock-out 
blow. That is to say, the shorter the time for the concen-
tration, the greater will be the power of the blow. The 
utmost concentration is required in order to mobilize 
every muscle of the body onto the smallest target area 
simultaneously.

In conclusion, concentration is done in two ways: one 
is to concentrate every muscle of the body, particu-
larly the bigger muscles around the hip and abdomen 
(which theoretically are slower than the smaller mus-
cles of other parts of the body) towards the appropriate 
tool to be used at the proper time; the second way is 
to concentrate such mobilized muscles onto the oppo-
nent’s vital spot. This is the reason why the hip and 
abdomen are jerked slightly before the hands and feet 
in any action, whether it be attack or defense.
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Calendar of Events
SDY Night: Thursday, March 14
Adult Testing: Tuesday, March 19
Beginner Testing: Thursday, March 21
Class Resumes: Monday, April 1
ONMAC Tournament: May 10-11
SDY Demo: Saturday, August 3
SDY Tournament: Saturday, August 17

MMAL Camp: Late July / early August
Black belt test: Early August

Testing Checklist
If you are planning on testing this session, it is time 
to get your paperwork in order. Interviews and written 
tests will be held on March 7th, 11th, and 12th during your 
normal class time. Physical tests will be held on March 
19th for eligible advanced students and March 21st for 
eligible beginner level students.

You will need your practice log and testing application 
at your interview, so please have these prepared in ad-
vance. If you have tested before, you will also have to 
bring your most recent testing results for review. Stu-
dents K-12 will additionally need a teacher evaluation 
form from your school teacher.

Use the below checklist to make sure all of your paper-
work is ready for your interview. Many of these docu-
ments, as well as your testing requirement sheets, can 
be found on our official website at:
www.sdytaekwondo.com

  Testing Application

  Practice Log

  Most recent testing results

  Teacher Evaluation

SDY Night
This session’s SDY Night will be held on Thursday, 
March 14. On SDY Night, we try to have as all of our 
students train together as one gigantic class. Many 
SDY students only come to class one or two nights per 
week, so this is a great opportunity to train with class-
mates you may only see rarely.

We like to think of SDY as a family, so it is important 
to work with everyone in class from time to time. SDY 
Night begins at 6:45 PM, so advanced students should 
plan on arriving one hour earlier than usual. Beginners 
will be dismissed at 7:45 PM, while the advanced class 
will continue as usual.
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Poll Rules:
 
      • Poll answers must be submitted to Mr. Rossiaky BEFORE the next newsletter is distributed to    
 qualify for Student of the Year points. Polls are optional but greatly appreciated.

QUICK QUIZ

                     - Continuous sparring (only for 3rd Gup and higher)

          - Team patterns

          - Board breaking (only for ages 16 and up)

          - Self defense routines

This week we are offering SDY Student of the Year points for answering the following poll:

What event would you MOST like us to add at our tournament this year?

Take A Stance!
Parallel Ready Stance

E-mail us at: Newsletter@sdytaekwondo.com

Length: 0
Width: 1 shoulder-width
Weight: 50 / 50
Toes: Straight ahead
Facing: Full or side
Hands: Closed fists, one fist-width in front of your 
belt knot and one fist-width apart

Ready stances are not a direct part of any action. 
They merely poisiton a student before beginning  
a motion. A parallel stance is measured from foot-
sword to foot-sword.

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 2, Pages 136 & 160-161
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Chon-Ji
Rank: 9th Gup
Ready Stance: Parallel Ready Stance
Movements: 19
Diagram: Plus sign (+)
Meaning: Chon-Ji means literally “the Heaven the 
Earth.” It is interpreted as the creation of the world or 
the beginning of human history, therefore, it is the initial 
pattern played by the beginner. This pattern consists of 
two similar parts; one to represent the Heaven and the 
other the Earth.

Dan-Gun
Rank: 8th Gup
Ready Stance: Parallel Ready Stance
Movements: 21
Diagram: Capital I
Meaning:  Dan-Gun is named after the holy Dan-Gun, 
the legendary founder of Korea in the year 2,333 BC.

Do-San
Rank: 7th Gup
Ready Stance: Parallel Ready Stance
Movements: 24
Diagram: Backwards Z
Meaning:  Do-San is the pseudonym of the patriot Ahn 
Chang-Ho (1876-1938). The 24 movements represent 
his entire life which he devoted to furthering the educa-
tion of Korea and its independence movement.

Won-Hyo
Rank: 6th Gup
Ready Stance: Closed Ready Stance A
Movements: 28
Diagram: Capital I
Meaning:  Won-Hyo was the noted monk who intro-
duced Buddhism to the Silla Dynasty in the year of 686 
AD.

Yul-Gok
Rank: 5th Gup
Ready Stance: Parallel Ready Stance
Movements: 38
Diagram: Scholar sign (±)
Meaning: Yul-Gok is the pseudonym of a great philoso-
pher and scholar Yi I (1536-1584) nicknamed the “Con-
fucius of Korea.” The 38 movements of this pattern re-
fer to his birthplace on the 38° latitude and the diagram 
represents “scholar.”

Joong-Gun
Rank: 4th Gup
Ready Stance: Closed Ready Stance B
Movements: 32
Diagram: Capital I
Meaning: Joong-Gun is named after the patriot Ahn 
Joong-Gun who assassinated Hiro-Bumi Ito, the first 
Japanese governor-general of Korea, known as the 
man who played the leading part in the Korea-Japan 
merger. There are 32 movements in this pattern to 
represent Mr. Ahn’s age when he was executed at Lui-
Shung prison (1910).

Toi-Gye
Rank: 3rd Gup
Ready Stance: Closed Ready Stance B
Movements: 37
Diagram: Scholar sign (±)
Meaning: Toi-Gye is the pen name of the noted schol-
ar Yi Hwang (16th century), an authority on neo-Con-
fucianism. The 37 movements of the pattern refer to 
his birthplace on the 37° latitude, and the diagram rep-
resents “scholar.”

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 8, Page 15



QUICK QUIZ ANSWERS
answers to quick quiz from volume 4 | issue 3

                      On what moves should you ki-hop during fundamental exercises and patterns?

 Ki-hop on the first move and the last move.

Beginner: 

                            What does kazushi mean?

 Kazushi means to break balance.

Intermediate: 

                       Briefly explain what mushin means and how it applies to your training.

 Mushin means no mind. Your martial arts training, with time, will become second nature, and you will 
not have to think about each movement in order to perform it, just as you do not have to think about putting one 
foot in front of the other as your walk.

Advanced:

Quiz Rules:
 
      • Beginner: Below Green Stripe  |  Intermediate: Green Stripe - Blue Belt  |  Advanced: Above Blue Belt
 You must answer all questions up to your rank level.
      • Correct answers must be submitted to Mr. Rossiaky BEFORE the next newsletter is distributed to    
 qualify for Student of the Year points. Quizzes are optional but strongly recommended.
      • Answers can come from class, the SDY Student Handbook, or the Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do,    
 available for free online at: www.bluecottagetkd.com/
      • The previous issue’s answers are always posted in the extended online edition of this newsletter,    
 available for free on our official website: www.sdytaekwondo.com                        
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